Clinical Reasoning: A woman with recurrent aphasia and visual field defects

A 73-year-old woman with a history of hypertension and a recent stroke presented with recurrent nonsensical speech and visual problems. One month prior, she had been diagnosed with a stroke after sudden-onset speech and visual difficulties that resolved after a few hours. Thirteen days before, she had had a second episode of similar symptoms. She was seen in our institution after a few hours of sudden-onset unintelligible speech. Her vital signs were within normal limits. She was not in distress but appeared frustrated. Her general physical examination was unremarkable. She had no carotid, ophthalmic, or cranial bruits. Her neurologic examination was notable for fluent aphasia with paraphasic errors and inability to name, read, or write. She also had right homonymous hemianopia, right-sided sensory loss, and generalized brisk deep tendon reflexes. The rest of her neurologic examination showed no abnormalities.

What is your differential diagnosis? What diagnostic modalities would you use to investigate the cause of her symptoms? This woman presented with recurrent acute-onset fluent aphasia, right homonymous hemianopia, and right-sided sensory loss. These findings localize to the cortical/subcortical areas in the left temporal and parietal lobes. In an elderly patient with a history of hypertension, an acute ischemic or hemorrhagic stroke is the most likely diagnosis. Other diagnostic possibilities include infections (e.g., herpetic encephalitis, abscesses), inflammation (a demyelinating lesion), primary or metastatic brain tumors, toxic-metabolic abnormalities, mitochondrial disorders, and seizures. She recovered completely from 2 similar transient episodes in the previous month. This narrows the differential diagnosis to TIA, seizures, metabolic abnormalities, migrainous phenomena, or a fixed lesion that becomes symptomatic in the setting of an infection or a metabolic abnormality.

Prompt neuroimaging and basic metabolic workup are the most important initial diagnostic modalities for this patient. A head non-contrast-enhanced CT (NECT) showed decreased attenuation and edema in the left posterior temporal and occipital lobes. The radiologist reported that the evaluation was limited due to venous contamination (figure, B). There was no intraparenchymal or extra-axial hemorrhage. After 48 hours, her aphasia and right-sided sensory loss had resolved, but right homonymous hemianopia persisted.

Would have you treated this patient with IV thrombolysis? How could a fixed anatomic lesion in the left temporal lobe explain multiple transient episodes of neurologic deficits? In the setting of possible recent acute ischemic events and prominent hypodensity of the left temporal lobe on NECT, IV thrombolysis was considered contraindicated. Although the radiologic features of the temporal lobe lesion on the head NECT were suggestive of a subacute ischemic stroke, the pattern of edema and hypodensity was not characteristic of involvement of an arterial vascular distribution.

The presence of edema in the temporal lobe raised the possibility of herpetic encephalitis. However, the absence of fever, waxing and waning nature of symptoms (as opposed to rapidly progressing symptoms), and involvement of the lateral temporal lobe (rather than the medial part) argued against this diagnosis.

The transient episodes of aphasia could have also represented focal seizures. However, an EEG performed while the patient was still symptomatic showed only intermittent polymorphic delta slowing in the left temporal region without electrographic seizures.

Vasogenic edema causing transient neurologic dysfunction was an additional diagnostic possibility. Vasogenic edema is characteristic of mass lesions, including abscesses or neoplasia. However, edema and mass effect caused by tumors is usually progressive or fluctuating in symptoms when associated with seizures.

Cerebral venous sinus thrombosis (CVST) can present with focal neurologic deficits and hypodense lesions on the head NECT that do not conform to an arterial distribution, but fluctuation of symptoms and absence of headache and papilledema would be unusual in acute or subacute CVST.

A head CT angiogram (CTA) was notable for increased vascularity in the left posterior temporoparietal and left inferior temporal lobes. The radiologist reported that the evaluation was limited due to venous contamination (figure, B).
How would this information narrow your differential diagnosis? Luxury perfusion syndrome is a focal increase in cerebral blood flow accompanied by a reduction in cerebral oxygen extraction fraction. This phenomenon can be seen after an ischemic stroke and is thought to be secondary to tissue metabolic acidosis. Concomitant presence of increased vascularity and venous contamination on the CTA raised the possibility of an abnormal connection between the arterial and venous systems. Brain MRI with and without contrast, magnetic resonance (MR) angiography, and MR venography were obtained within 24 hours. There was no restricted diffusion, but there was a large area of T2 signal abnormality in the left temporal and occipital lobes and an abnormal flow void in the left temporal lobe draining into the left transverse/sigmoid sinus junction. Extensive vascular enhancement traversing through the left temporal, occipital, and parietal lobes was noted. MR venogram showed a prominent proximal left sigmoid sinus with an abnormally enlarged left temporal vein draining into it. The above findings were compatible with dural arteriovenous fistula (DAVF) (figure, C–F).

How does an intracranial DAVF present clinically? How are they managed? DAVF is an abnormal connection between the dural arteries or pachymeningeal branches of cerebral arteries and dural veins. The incidence of DAVF is reported as one-tenth of intraparenchymal arteriovenous malformations and they tend to present later in life. They are thought to be acquired lesions and the most common predisposing factor seems to be CVST, although head trauma, ear infection, and previous cranial surgery have been reported as potential underlying causes of DAVF. While the exact pathogenesis is unclear, venous hypertension due to venous thrombosis is thought to play a role. It promotes the release of angiogenic factors and opens up microscopic vascular connections within the dura. DAVF may remain clinically silent and involute spontaneously. The range of clinical symptoms varies widely and is highly dependent on the location of the fistula and the pattern of venous drainage. For example, a petrous region DAVF draining into transverse or sigmoid sinuses may produce pulsatile tinnitus, whereas an indirect carotid-cavernous sinus fistula can present with orbital signs and ophthalmoplegia. Acute confusional state, rapidly progressive dementia, parkinsonism, and periodic paralysis are reported as uncommon manifestations of DAVF. To our knowledge, only one case of DAVF presenting with sensory aphasia was previously reported in the literature. The most ominous presentation of DAVF is intracranial hemorrhage, but neurologic complications can occur in the setting of retrograde superficial cortical drainage. Focal neurologic deficits that occur without bleeding may be due...
to venous hypertension or arterial steal, while intermittent symptoms may occur through transient hypervascularity, as opposed to transient ischemia. The Cognard system is commonly used to classify DAVF (table).

Because of nonspecific clinical and radiographic features of DAVF, diagnosis is often delayed. There is no information regarding the sensitivity and specificity of different imaging modalities for DAVFs. In patients who present with neurologic deficits, NECT is usually abnormal, although the findings are nonspecific and include hemorrhage or parenchymal hypodensities. White matter changes from venous congestion and dilated cortical veins, if present, are easily discernible on conventional MRI sequences. Noninvasive vascular imaging usually provides the first hints about the presence of a DAVF, but if there is no cortical venous reflux, DAVF can be missed by both CTA and MRI. Regional cerebral blood flow is reduced in symptomatic patients with cortical venous drainage, which supports a role of perfusion studies in the prediction of DAVF complications. Conventional catheter angiography is the diagnostic procedure of choice to better define the arterial feeding vessels and venous outflow of the fistula.

In our patient, the MRI findings were suggestive of the presence of an intracranial DAVF. Her catheter angiogram showed a Cognard type IIb DAVF (figure, G). Because of the high-risk features of the DAVF, including retrograde flow through superficial cerebral veins, cerebral edema, and recurrent neurologic deficits, treatment was deemed necessary. Endovascular, open surgical, and radiosurgical approaches have been used for treatment of DAVFs. In our case, venous embolization of the fistula was attempted; however, because the fistularized segment of the sinus was calcified and occluded proximal and distal to the segment catheterized, embolization could not be achieved. The presence of multiple small and tortuous arterial feeders made an arterial approach for embolization unsuccessful at complete obliteration (figure, H and I). At a later time, the patient underwent an open craniotomy with direct exposure of the sinus and successful surgical transection of the cortical draining veins and the remaining feeding arteries to the fistula. She tolerated all these procedures well and aside from residual right homonymous hemianopia, she remained symptom-free. An angiogram obtained 3 months after presentation showed no evidence of remaining DAVF (figure, J).

This case illustrates that a vascular malformation can present with recurrent transient focal deficits. In rare circumstances such as this, there is no easy way to quickly identify patients with nonspecific causes of acute focal neurologic deficits and avoid unnecessary and potentially harmful thrombolysis. A well-defined hypodensity with increased vascularity is an uncommon early finding in acute ischemic stroke. In the setting of recurrent neurologic deficits, these findings should prompt a thorough neurovascular evaluation.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table The Cognard classification system of dural arteriovenous fistulae</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ila: Within the sinus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIb: Into cortical veins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ila + IIb: Within the sinus and into the cortical veins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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